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2! MOVELING

t-dimensional vectorial space aud standard linear algebra operations on vectors.
For the classic probabilistic model, (he framework ts composed of sets. stardard
probability operations, and the Bayes’ theoretn.

In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss the various TR models shown
in Bigure 2.1. Throughout the discussion, we do not explicithy instantiate {he
components D, Q, F, and Afg;,dj) of cach model. Such components should be
quite clear fromthe discussion and can be easily inferred,

2.5 Classic Information Retrieval

In this section we briefly present the three classic models in information retrieval
namely. the Boolean, the vector, and the probabilistic models,

2.5.1 Basic Cancepts

The classic mudels in information retrieval consider thar each deectutmert is ce-

serihed by a set of cepreseutative keywords called index tertus. Au fuder terre
is sitaply a (document) word whose setuautics helps in renombering the docu-
tment's main themes. Uhus, iudex verma are used to iidex and summarize the
document coutents. Ta general, index terins are mainly nouns becatise nous
have meaning by themselves aucl thus, their semantics is easier to ideutify and
to grasp, Adjectives, adverbs, aud comuectives arc less usefas iudex terms
because they work mainly as canplements. Towever. it might be interesting
Lo consider all the distinet wards in a docuinent collection as index terms. For

instauce, this approach is adopted hy some Web search engines as discussed in
Chapter 13 (in which case, the document logical view is full tert}, We postpone
a discussion on the problemof how to generale index terms until Chapter 7.
where the issue is covered in detail.

Given a set of index terms for a document, we notice that uot all terms
are equally usefid fur deseribing the document contents. Tu fact, there are index
terms which are siinply vaguer than others. Deciding on the importance of a
term for summarizing the contents of a dactiment is uot a trivial issne. Despite
this difficulty, there are properties of an index term which are easily measured
and which are usetul for evaluating the potential of a term as such. For instance,
consider a collection with a hundred thousand documeuts. A word which appears
in each of the one humdred thousand documents is completely useless as an index
tern because it dues not tell us anything about which documents the user might
be interested in. On the other hand, a word which appears jn just five documents
is quite useful because it narrows down considerably the space of documents
which might be of interest to the user. Thus, it should be clear that distinct
index terms have varying relovance when used to describe dociment coutents.
This effect is captured through the assigninent of numerical weights 1o each index
term of a document.
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CLASSIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 2a

Let Ay be an index term, d; be a document. aud wy) = U be a weight
assovlaned with the pair (4;.d¢,}. This weight quantifies the importance of the
index teri tor describing the document semantic contents.

Definition Lett be the number of iudex terms in the system and k, be a generic
inden term. Kw (ky... hy} ts the set of all index terms. A weight w,j > 0
is assoriated wilh each wider ferm hy of a document dj. Por an index term
whivh dues Wok mppear in the docwment tert, wij = 0. With the dacnurnent a,
is axsocteded an tuder tern vector dy represented hy dy =+ (tty. Wgjoe. te yd.
Further, irl y; be a funetion that refurna the weight assariated with the index
term &om any bdimensional cector fhe, qld) = wey dh

As we laver discuss. the index term weights are usually assumed to be tmntn-
ally independent. This means that knowing the weight w,.; associated with the
pair (A,) tells us nothing ahoul the weight wy, )., associated with the pair
{kya ij}. This is clearly a simplification because oceurreuces of index terms m1
a document are not nucorrelated. Consider, for tustauce, that the terms com-

meter ancl network are used tu tidex a given document which covers the areaof
computer networks. Prequenth, in this document, the appearance of one of these
two words attracts the appearance of the other. Thus. these nwo words are corre-
lated and their weights conld reflect this correlation, While umtual mdecpendence
seems to be a strong siniplification, it does simplify the task of computing index
rerun weights aud allows for fast ranking compntation. Furthermore, taking acl-
vantage of index term correlations for improving the final document rauking 1s
not a simple task. bn fact. none of the mamy approaches proposed in the past
has clearly demonstrated (hat index term correlations are advantageous (for
ranking purposes) with general collections. Therefore, unless clearly stated oth-
enwise, we assume mutual itvlependence among index terms. fn Chapler 4 we
discuss uiodern retrieval techniques which are based on term correlations and
which have been tested successfully with particular collections. hese suceesses
seein to be slowly shifting the current understanding towards a mure favorable
view of the usefulness of term correlations for informatiou retrieval systems.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The above definitions provide support for discussing the three classic infor-
nation retrieval models, namely, the Boolean, the vector. and the probabilistic
models. us we now do.

5.2 Boolean Mode!

The Boolean model is a supple retrieval model bagecl ou set theory and Boolean
algebra, Since the concept of a set is quite intuitive, the Boolean model pro-
Vides a framework whichis easy to grasp by a common user of an {Rsystem.
Furthermore, the queries are specified as Boolean expressions which have precise
senianties. Given its inherent simplicity and neat formalist. the Boolean mode)

ceived great attention in past vears aud was adopted by many of the carly
oromercial bibliographic systems.
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26 BMODELING

 
Figure 2.3 The three conjunctive compoucuts for the query jg = ka os [ky Re}.

Uufortunately, the Boolean model suffers from wajor drawbacks. First,
its retrieval strategy is based on a binary decision criteriou {Le., a documentis
predicted to be either relevant or uon-relevant) without any notion of a grading
stale. which prevents good retrieval performance. Thus. the Boolean model is
in reality much more a data {instead of informarion) retrieval model Second,
while Boolean expressions have precise semantics, frequently it is pol simple to
translate an information need into a Boolean expression. Tu fact, most users fine
it difficult aud awkward ta express their query requests im terms of Boolean ex-
pressions. The Boolean expressions actually formulated by users often are quite
situple (see Chapter 10 for a more thorough discussion on this issue}. Despite
these drawbacks. the Boolean inoclel is still the dominant model with commercial

document database systems aud provides a good starting point for those new to
the field.

The Boolean model considers Ghat index terms are present or absent in a
document. As a result, the index terin weights are assumed to be all binary. ice.,

wi € {0.1}. A query g is composed of index terms linked by three connectives:
not, and, or-Thus, a queryis essentially a conventional Boolean expression which
can be represented as a disjunction of conjunctive vectors (.¢., In disqunctine nor-
mal fernt — DNF). For instance, the query [q = ka A (A, ¥ 1k.) can be written
in disjunctive normal formas [Gag = Ol.1,1) ¥ (4.1.0) ¥ 01,0,0)). where eachof
the components is a binary weighted vector associated with the tuple (ha. An, Kel.
These binary weighted vectors are called the conjunctive components of dap ¢.
Vigure 2.3 illustrates the three conjunctive components for the queryq.

 

Definition For the Boolean model. the indec term. weight variables are all
binary te., wiz C{O.1}. A query g is a conventional Boolean expression. Let
fang b6 the disjunctive nermal formfor the query q. Further, tet doe be any of the
conjunctive components of Gang. The similarity of a document dj to the query q
is defined ts

 + 4= {ovo * a, ay ong Lesim(d;, q) _ | af “Ger: 1 Gee & dang} AUR. (dj) = di(dee))
wee ss 0 otherwise
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